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I. Introduction 

The formation of the Russian literary languagel) in mid-eighteenth 

century2) was not an abrupt or sudden event, but an outcome of the 

persistent struggle to gain ground among languages or language variants. 

There were dissimilations or assimilations of co-existing languages or 

language variants at each historical stage of Russian language development 

under the influence of both language-external circumstances, such as 

sociocultural or political changes, and language-internal changes}) 

* Al%tJ1~ill .x.oJ.x.¥-~.l!} ill? 
1) 'Literary language' in this paper is used in the sense of 'standard language.' 

The 'literary language' is truly a slippery term and can easily mislead the 
readers, since other than the sense of 'standard language' it has two 
non-overlapping meanings: the language of literature (belles lettres) and the 
language of anything preserved in written form. The only clear definition to 
date of the literary language is provided by Isacenko(1958): it should be 
normalized, polyvalent, stylistically differentiated and obligatory for all. 

2) According to Issatschenko(1980), the Russian literary language, i. e., CSR 
(Contemporary Standard Russian) was formed between 1750 and 1825. Although 
Uspensky(1987) claims that the formation of the literary language came in the 
18th century after the period of 'Diglossia' and 'Bilingualism', which lasted 
until the 17th century in the history of Russian Language, he does not further 
specify exactly when. Bimbaum(1985) argues that the Russian literary language 
did not crystallize till the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th 
century. Thus, although mid-eighteenth century is commonly pointed out as the 
time of the formation of the Russian literary language, it is not the case that 
all scholars agree on the issue. 
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Although I shall not deal with the controversial and unproductive polemics 

on the origin of Russian literary language, either Russian or Slavonic 

language alone cannot be claimed to constitute the essence of modem 

Russian literary language4); the long-term process of formation of Russian 

literary language can be characterized as 'dialectic' rapprochement between 

the written language, Russian Church Slavonic, on one hand and the 

spoken vernacular, Russian, on the other. The chancery language with its 

own stylistic peculiarities included linguistic features of the two languages 

and accelerated the process of mutual adaptation and accommodation 

between the two. The internal differentiation of Church Slavonic, despite 

its significant role in the process of the formation of the literary language, 

has rarely been investigated. While the rhetorical Slavonic was becoming 

too anachronistic for common readers with incomplete learning in Slavonic 

language, simple narrative Slavonic with extensive penetration from the 

spoken language was widely attested in written texts: the so-called 

'simple (npoCToH, ynpolI\eHHbIH) narrative Slavonic' (Worth 1978, 1984a), or 

'hybrid Slavonic', or 'bad' Slavonic (Klenin 1997) contributed to bridge the 

gap between the two languages and change the linguistic consciousness of 

pre-modem period in a fundamental way. 

It has been claimed that old genres were adapted to new social changes 

and new literary genres were stimulated by sociocultural changes, which 

brought about new language, since the newer genres did not have to be 

bound to old norms or stylistic conventions (Worth 1976, 1984b). Old norm 

3) The most representative example of the dissimilation between the two languages 
is the cultural phenomenon of the Second South Slavic Influence. This 
reactionary event made the two genetically related languages more 
heterogeneous than ever. My paper is on one form of the assimilation between 
the given two languages, and the assimilation no doubt promoted the formation 
of the common core, i. e., the literary language. 

4) Regarding the polemics with nationalistic flavor, refer to Uspensky(1987), 
Worth(1984b) interalia, and references therein. Simply put, two opposing views 
are the Russification of Slavonic on one hand, and Salvonicization of Russian 
on the other. 
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or the close bond between content or genre on one hand and language on 

the other came to be loosened. This increasingly lax relationship between 

genres and languages must have influenced on the formation of 'common 

core' ,5) that is, the Russian literary language, since without overcoming the 

'polycentric' character of such relationship, it would have been impossible 

to bridge the gap between spoken and written languages, i. e., Russian 

and Slavonic registers, which had been in the functionally complementary 

relationship of "Diglossia".6) Although the choice between the two codes, 

Slavonic and Russian, was made on the basis of the textual tradition from 

the very beginning of the coexistence of the two languages, it is true that 

they are not pragmatically the same. The Diglossia period, whether it is 

actual or exaggerated phenomenon,7) is destined to be replaced by the 

bilingualism period beginning from the end of the 17th century, when the 

two codes are equal options for the writer (Uspensky 1987). To delve into 

the concrete process of overcoming Diglossia, however, would require a 

separate study and I shall only point out that around the seventeenth 

century the opposition between Russian (spoken) and Slavonic (written) is 

more complicated by a range of stylistic mixing, one form of which is 

'simple narrative Slavonic' register, which is attested mostly in the new 

narrative genre of secular fictional tales (noBecTb). 

It has been noted that Slavonic language is not homogeneous; I should 

argue that this register forms a spectrum in terms of "Slavonic" character, 

ranging from standard or "good" Slavonic to hybrid or "bad" Slavonic, 

5) Refer to Worth(1975). The fonnation of the literary language presupposes 
monocentric language situation in tenns of genres and languages. 

6) Originally the concept of 'Diglossia' appears in Ferguson(1959). The key element 

of this linguistic situation is functionally complementarism between high and 

low variant languages. 
7) On the limited applicability of the concept of Diglossia by Ferguson for Old 

Russian language situation, refer to Worth(1978). He construes that the answer 
would be equivocal for the question of the applicability of the concept to 

medieval Russia and that Diglossia is potential rather than real mainly due to 
the long tradition of the mixed language, Slavono-Russian. 
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although there are no solid criteria to judge how "Slavonic" a text is 

other than linguists' intuitions. What I am interested in this study is a 

form of mix-and-match, or selection and combination among heterogeneous 

linguistic elements. The stylistic mixing is never preprogrammed in the 

writer's linguistic consciousness, which often frustrates analyst's endeavor 

to identify the register. I shall investigate linguistic features differentiating 

simple narrative from the authentic and elaborate Slavonic register on one 

hand or from Russian vernacular register on the other. This may shed 

light on the mechanism of stylistic differentiations within Russian Church 

Slavonic, and ultimately the one crucial momentum in the process of the 

formation of the literary language, since simple narrative Slavonic register 

itself is a product of the accommodation and assimilation between the 

Slavonic and Russian registers. Compared to the previous period, the 

stylistic mixing in relatively later period of Old Russian is free, and yet it 

is far from being random. 

It seems that mixing of registers was not an exceptional phenomenon 

and that there was a range of stylistic spectrum in pre-modem Russia. 

Thus, it may not be easy to identify the language of one text as either 

Slavonic or Russian in the pure sense of the word. Indeed, these two 

languages were by no means genetically heterogeneous; they had much 

more in common than not from the very beginning of history of Russian 

language. Besides, the shared history of co-existence, mutual penetration 

of the two languages made it difficult to identify registers of texts in 

absolute terms. Toward the end of Old Russian period, the linguistic 

reality and consciousness were much more complicated compared to 

preceding periods. 

The given study attempts to identify most characteristic linguistic 

features of the simple narrative Slavonic, as distinct both from spoken 

Russian register and from the elaborate Slavonic. To characterize the 

given register simply as 'hybrid' or 'heterogeneous' fails to show its 

discriminative character among the components of language structure. The 

existence of the simple narrative Slavonic register itself has been 
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recognized,S) and yet little attention has been paid to its distinctive 

linguistic features. This study will not aim at an exhaustively descriptive 

list of those features, which would require another paper. Instead, this 

study focuses on some of the most characteristic features identifying 

simple narrative Slavonic register as a distinct category and as an optimal 

linguistic medium for the new fictional narrative genre with performative 

potentials.g) 

II. Some Characteristic Linguistic Features of the Simple 

Narrative Slavonic Register 

As noted above, the binarism of Slavonic and Russian register, or that 

of written and spoken language is an illegitimate oversimplification in view 

of the opaque linguistic practice of pre-modem Russia. As non-Slavonic 

register may not be homogeneous, Slavonic register is not of one kind. 

What is glossed as "simple narrative Slavonic register", for instance, is not 

the same as 'rhetorical', 'pedantic', or 'archaic' Slavonic register. Compare 

the following two text segments. 

(1) no TeMHHuaM C HelO XOlVlIl(H neWHMa HoraMa H MHJlOCTblHIO HOCjjIl(H H no 

tllO.llOTBOPHblM MeCTOM 06THtilOIl(H o6e KynHo 3eJlO paHO, jjKO MapHjj Mar.llblJlblHH H 

MapHjj HjjKOBJljj KO rpo6y rOCnO.llHIO, TaKO H CHIO rOJly6YUbl B co6op, H B 4IO.ll0B, 

H K pH3e rOCnO.llHH, Ha Cjj, jjKO .llOCTOHHH,B03J1aralOIl(e PH3Y rOCnO.llHIO H ueJlYlOIl(e 

YCTHaMa C TenJlblMH CJle3aMH, tllO.llOTBOpuaB *e MOIl(H Jl06b13alOIl(e BepHblMH .llywaMH. 

(nOBeCTb 0 BOjjpblHe MOP030BOH) 

'Walking around dungeons with her, giving alms, and walking around 

8) Klenin(1997) suggests the applicability of the concept of 'interlanguage' for the 

simple Slavonic register. 
9) The examples in this study are from naMnHHKH JlHTepaTypbI llpeSHej.j PYCH, VII 

seK, KHHra nepsa51 H BTopa5l, 1988. MOCKsa: XYllO:l<eCTSeHHa51 JlHTepaTypa. In this 

study L..l denotes abbreviations for spatial limitations. 
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diligently like Marija Magdylyni and Marija Jakovlja going to God's grave, 

these doves went to the Chudov Cathedral for God's chasuble, and putting 

with dignity God's chasuble onto themselves and kissing it with warm 

tears and kissing with faithful spirits the miracle-working relics.' 

(2) no Hel<OTOpbIX .llHeX CTama 36HpaTHcj/ pO.llCTBeHHHI<H Toro I<ynua 3a MOPj/ 

ToprosaTb. CbIHb *e I<ynues YCJIblma TO H npHH.lle 1<0 OTUY csoeMY H pe4e 

L..J OTeUb *e ero Ila.lle TpHCTa py6JIeSb H omYCTH, H Hal<a3a pO.llCTSeHHHI<OM 

CSOHM, lla6bI ero HH s 4eM He nOI<HHyJIH. OHb *e nOI<JIOHHmaCj/ HM H noexama s 

l<opa6JIe. (nOSeCTb 0 I<ynue, l<ynHsmeM MepTsoe TeJIO H CTasmeM uapeM) 

, After a few days, the merchant's relatives got together in order to go 

for business beyond sea. The merchant's son heard this and came to see 

his father and said L . .J His father gave him three hundred roubles and let 

him go and instructed his relatives not to abandon him under any 

circumstances. He bowed to them and left by ship.' 

The first example clearly exhibits archaic, complex, and rhetorical 

Slavonisms in syntax, morphology and lexicon, including dual forms and 

participles, and hypotactic syntax; in contrast, the second example, 

representing the simple narrative Slavonic, is more accessible, since 

clauses are shorter, simpler and less discursive in syntax, and the lexicon 

is also relatively easily accessible, as compared to that of the first 

example. In the archaic Slavonic register syntactic discursiveness or 

embedding rather than simple coordination requires more decoding time for 

readers. In this register ' aesthetic' or ' poetic' function of language is 

foregrounded, while the 'referential' or 'cognitive' function of language IS 

backgrounded, and in focus here is 'how' the message is conveyed. In the 

above example (1), the various levels constituting the language structure 

contribute to artistic effects: parallelism, metaphor, simile are found and 

these figures of speech make readers pay attention to how the message is 

packaged. Thus, Slavonic register is, as a matter of fact, an overarching 

term encompassing diverse sub-registers, which range from the elaborate 
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and authentic Slavonic register showing high literacy, profound training 

and proficiency in Slavonic written tradition, down to the simple Slavonic 

with inconsistent interventions from the spoken language showing passIve 

knowledge of Slavonic. 

The contrast between the above examples, however, is not a matter of 

pure vs. hybrid Slavonic and the stylistic mixing was a norm rather than 

an exception in later pre-modem period of Old Russian; what differentiates 

the elaborate Slavonic register from the simple· narrative Slavonic is the 

mixed agendas or conflicting needs of the latter. The simple narrative 

Slavonic register is an optimal code choice for a written text with 

performative potentials, namely conflicting agendas of written tradition In 

the memory of the writer on one hand, and potential oral performance in 

reality on the other. As a matter of fact, even the highest Slavonic texts 

in pre-modem period are not free from vernacular elements, such as the 

past tense in - JI or pleophonic forms or vernacular conjunctions. 

Heterogeneousness itself is found in all kinds of texts to varying degrees 

in pre-modem period, and thus this cannot be a differentiating factor of 

Slavonic and Russian registers. Only in the simple narrative Slavonic there 

exist contradictions and tensions: between narrated event in written 

medium and speech event in oral medium; or between literacy and orality. 

The performance potentials, or simply put, the orality arise from the 

increased desire of storytelling and reinforced narrativity. Especially the 

new genre shows 'experiential isomorphism': just as events develop in 

time on the level of discourse world, the texts belonging to the fictional 

tale exhibit a sequence of elements which move linearly through time on 

the level of linguistic expression. Thus, among all, syntax reflects best 

this experiential iconicism. 

There has not been any adequate definition or any serious attempts to 

identify the simple narrative Slavonic and this is due to the lack of 

interest in the correlation between the new narrative genre and its 

register. New secular fictional genre liberated writers from any obligations 

to follow stylistic conventions according to model texts prepatterned in 
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their minds. The act of 'narrating' or 'telling', i. e., the writers' narrative 

act came to contribute to restructuring the language per se. Simple 

narrative Slavonic register is the language choice made by the writers for 

that fundamental purpose. One might argue that 'telling a story' is not 

something novel at all. Indeed there have been innumerable written stories 

from the early history of Russian literature (nHcbMeHHocTb). In fact the 

early chronicle stories, saints' lives, or literary epic tales all belong to the 

narrative genre and often exhibit a kind of simple narrative Slavonic 

language. I hypothesize that what is new in the pre-modem newer 

narratives is not so much the fictional, narrative character per se, as their 

reinforced performance potentials with orality features based on high 

narrativity. 

In this study I shall point out only most prominent features of the 

simple narrative Slavonic, especially morphological and syntactic features. 

For the former, I shall deal with 'metaslavonisms', a cover term for the 

oppositions which have Church Slavonic and East Slavic pairs (Worth 

1974). What follows is some selective distinctive features of the simple 

narrative Slavonic register. Although this register is identifiable intuitively 

it is the goal of the study to illuminate what features are most relevant to 

such intuitive judgements. 

2.1. Metaslavonisms 

2.1.1. Verb Forms in -JI 

Aorist or imperfect past tense, which belong to the functional 

Slavonisms,lO) is clearly one of the essential elements that characterizes a 

text as belonging to Slavonic register. In other words, without this 

Slavonic verb form one can hardly assign a text to Slavonic register, 

either elaborate or simple. In the given pre-modem period of the history of 

10) For the distinction between genetic and functional Slavonisms, refer to 

Avanesov(1973). 
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Russian language, -JI had replaced aorist (imperfect) and perfect tense long 

before in the colloquial spoken Russian. Simple narrative Slavonic register 

reflects this oral practice, but basically the register includes predominantly 

or exclusively aorist forms as the unmarked verb form. The simple past in 

- JI attested among aorists, however, is neither a sufficient condition for the 

simple narrative Slavonic register, nor a necessary one: even highly 

elaborate Slavonic texts tend to have -JI forms among aorists and the 

texts predominantly in colloquial Russian may include formulaic aorists 

(see below). What needs to be investigated is the distributional features of 

- JI in the simple narrative Slavonic register. In this study I shall present a 

preliminary synopsis of the contexts for the past tense verbs in - JI in the 

simple narrative Slavonic texts. For the mixing of Slavonic and 

non-Slavonic verb forms in the simple narrative Slavonic register, refer to 

the following example. 

(3) CaM *e KpaJIeBHYb no BC~ nHH xo*~a.e x KOpOJI~ KapJIYcy H KO npeKpa

CHoR KpaJIeBHe nOJIHMeCTpe HrpaTH B ryCJIH H TemHTH HXb. H 3a Ty CBO~ Hrpy 

6WJrb B BeJlHKOR YeCTH, H JIIo6HJlH eBO KOPOJI H KpaJIeBa 3eJIO BeJIbMH, a HaH

naye *aJlOBaJla eBO KpaJIeBHa nOJIHMeCTpa. H He no MHorHX lI<e nHex B HeKoe 

BpeM~ KpaJIeBHYb BaCHJIHR HrpaJlb npen KOpOJIeM B ryCJIH H OTHrpa y KOpOJI~, 

nOH~e x KpaJIeBHe nOJIHMeCTpe HrpaTH B ryCJIH Ha Beyep~. (nOBeCTb 0 BaCHJIHH 

3JIaTOBJlaCoM) 

'The king's son (Vasilij) himself used to go to see the King Karlus and 
his beautiful daughter Polimestra to play gusli and console them. For this 
play, he was in great honor and was greatly loved by the king and queen, 
and the king' s daughter Polimestra favored him more. Not long after the 
king's son Vasilij played gusli in front of the King and having finished 
playing for the king, he went to the king's daughter Polimestra to play 
gusli for the supper.' 

In the above example, the simple past verbs in - JI are employed for 

habitual, repeating events (no BC~ nHH) and the verbs are all stative or 

non-telic, whereas aorist or imperfect verb forms are employed for the 

events marking the narrative boundaries or sequence. In origin the past in 
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- Jl was the perfect participle and the perfect tense used to be employed 

for resultative, non-narrative, or commentative and backgrounding 

discourse function (Klenin 1993, 1995). A sequence of events on the main 

storyline are presented in aorist verbs, whereas accessory or ancillary 

events are in -Jl forms. The discourse motivations for the use of the 

simple past verbs in - Jl are indeed legitimate and adequate explications, 

and yet since these examples are all independent sentences they do fail to 

show the process of functional extension of past in -Jl. What has less 

been investigated is the role of syntactic context in the functional 

expansion of - Jl as past tense verb. Some argue that syntax is the end 

product of grammaticalized discourse functions (Givon 1979) and although 

this reductionism may be a little dangerous and too radical, the vestige of 

partial grammaticalization process of discourse functions may be found in 

the relationship between subordination and the past in -Jl in Old Russian. I 

shall deal with hitherto less investigated environments for the hybrid use 

of aorist and simple past in -Jl, namely the grammatical (syntactic) and 

lexical context for the appearance of - Jl among aorist verb forms. 

Eventually these also seem to be related to discourse functions and 
pragmatic orientations of the genre showing the given register. 

First, the simple past tense in - Jl may be found in the subordinate 

clauses not only in the hypothetical mood, but also in indicative mood. 

This tendency is understandable given the origin of the past tense in - Jl. 

(4) BOeBO.lla )f(e CHe CJlbIWaB nOllHBHClI pa3YMY ell H BeJIMH nOXBanH BOeBO.lla, 

4TO OHa JlO)f(a CBoero He OCkBepHHna. H BOeBO.lla )f(e YCMexHynclI H peqe eA 

LJ H nOXBanH ell ueJlOMY.llpeHHbI pa3YMb, lIKO 3a 04H MY)f(a CBoero He nocpa

MHna H TaKOBbIlI Jl106BH C HHMH He COTBopHna H COBeTY My*a CBoero C c06010 

He pa3nyqHna H BeJlHKYIO 4eCTb npHHecna HMY, JlO)f(a CBoero He OCkBepHHna. 

(nOBeCTb 0 Kapne CTYJlOBe) 

'The governor, having heard this, marveled at her wisdom and praised 
greatly that she did not soil her bed. and the governor burst into laughter 
and said to her L..J And he praised her wise reason and that she did not 
shamed her husband behind his eyes, and did not make love to them, and 
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did not abandon his advise, and brought him great honor, and did not soil 
his bed.' 

In this example, the subordinate clauses led by 'ITO or 51KO include -11 

past forms. This distributional tendency may suggest that the use of the 

past tense in -11 spread from the subordinate clause denoting conditional or 

irrealis mood led by conjunctions containing -6b1, such as na6bI, 'lTo6bI, to 

other subordinate clauses not related to the hypothetical mood. Subordinate 

clauses are all closely related to the backgrounding discourse function 

(Tomlin 1985 inter alia), which again asserts the correlation between 

simple past tense in -11 and backgrounding discourse function. Higher 

superordinate actions are foregrounded, whereas the clauses including -11 

verb forms play an ancillary role, and these are coded by means of 

syntactic subordination, not by a marked mood any more. This may 

require another separate investigation, and suffice it here to point out the 

crucial syntactic environment of -11 in simple narrative Slavonic register, 

which may have much to do with its discourse functions, and eventually 

its territorial expansion in the history of Russian language. 

Second, lexical and semantic constraints also play a crucial role in the 

use of - 11. In Slavonic register verba dicendi prefacing direct quotes 

almost always show aorist, mostly, pe'le, peKOIIIa, and aorist forms of the 

verb r1lar01laTH. Vernacular register rarely employs these verbs; instead it 

prefers rOBopHTb, CKa3aTb, and the historic present tense is often used. The 

simple narrative Slavonic register tends to show consistent uses of aorists 

for the verba dicendi and this marked distribution stands out more in this 

register since this register includes -11 more extensively,!!) For verbs of 

saymg, however, aorist is more or less formulaic and ritual. The 

11) Even Russian register with colloquial flavor shows this tendency: 11 ephlll<HhIe 

npHeXIlJIH J< I'5pery H nOqeJlH cnpamHBaTb L..J 11 peqe DOBa L..J 11 jlphlll<HhIe B3J1J1H 

DOBY B none3nOJ< H nOBe3J1H Ha Kopal'5J1b. 11 rOCTH-Kopal'5eJlbHHL\hI nOqeJlH cnpamH

sa Tb LJ 11 peqe Dosa [ .. ,J 11 peqe DOBa L..J 11 noqeJl DOBa no J<opal'5J11O nOXa:l<HBa Tb. 

(nOBeCTb 0 Dose J<opOJleSH'le) 
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peculiarities of verba dicendi are not novel: even in contemporary Russian, 

element order, aspect, tense, etc. of these verbs tend to be marked. In the 

simple narrative Slavonic, for verba dicendi there is a strikingly limited 

inventory of lexicon unlike in elaborate Slavonic: most often verbs petIe 

and peI<OUla are employed and the simple past in -JI tends to be avoided. In 

fact, the lexical variety of verba dicendi is not unrelated to the register of 

a text: the more diverse the lexical inventory of verbs of saying the given 

text shows, the more elaborate Slavonic register the text exhibits. In 

simple narrative Slavonic register, limited lexicon and relatively consistent 

distribution of aorists for this semantic type confirms the formulaic 

character of the aorists and the special status of verba dicendi among 

all verbs. 

Further, it should be noted that in the simple narrative Slavonic, the 

lexical meaning and verbal tense is not unrelated. For instance, in nOBeCTb 

o llpeBe 3J1aTOM H 3J1aTOM nonyrae for the verb (no)BeJleTH among 12 

instances, only one is aorist verb form nOBeJle, and other 11 instances all 

appear in -JI forms (no)BeJleJl. Other texts in simple narrative Slavonic 

register also exhibit this invariant correlation between verbal lexeme and 

tense morpheme. Whether this is relevant to the semantics of a given verb 

or its lexical peculiarity or other factors needs to be investigated. One 

plausible motivation is the oral performance potentials of the simple 

narrative Slavonic register: in the storyteller's memory one and the same 

lexeme is stored with tense markers attached, which is not easily set 

apart. This may cause the fixed concatenation of - JI forms and certain 

lexemes. 

Together with the lexical motivations, semantic motivations may also 

condition the appearance of - JI. This has been noted for earlier texts and 

seems to be one instance showing traditional usage of - JI. 

(5) n03aBHlle lI<e ceMY JlYI<aBbI~ H B03MYTH HatIaJlbHHI<OBb. H npHCJIaJIH YI<a3b 

pa3bICI<aTb, I<TO I< HHMb XOllHT H I<aI<O llOXOIDIT. H naM!jlHJla HeI<OerO OOpoBHTHHa 

n .. TaJIH, cnpa.HBaJIH HpollHoHa. OHb MyI<y BeJlHI<YIO TepneJIb, a He npellaJI. A 
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PonHOHb ToA B TO BpeM~ Y Hero non nonOMb npo6wRb. H nOHe*e He nOBHHHnb

C~, cnYCTHJIH ero B nOM H OH ne*a, a KPOBH ero TeKyutH, r JIarOJIa *eHe cBoeA 

[...] nOcnenH Toro naMbqlHna H C *eHOIO COCJIaJIH B CCblnbKY B CMoneHeCKb, 

H*e H nOHblHe TaMO TepnHTb. (nOBeCTb 0 DO~PblHe MOP030BOA) 

'The evil one envied this and stirred up officials. And they sent a 
decree to find out who went to them and how they got there. And they 
interrogated a certain Pamfil Borovtin and they were asking for lrodion. 
He endured great torment. but did not betray him. And this Rodion was 
under the floor at that time. And since he did not confess, they let him go 
home and he lay there. blood flowing, and said to his wife [...] Afterwards, 
that Pamfil and his wife were sent to exile to Smolensk and they suffer 
there until this day.' 

This text portion exhibits an unusually dense concentration of -n 

although the text which this example is taken from is overall in relatively 

homogeneous and elaborate Slavonic. This apparent unusual distribution of 

- n may be related to the semantic domain of 'devil': Rodion' s torture is 

interpreted as devil' s act and the semantic domain of devil tends to 

co-occur with Russisms. The first sentence of the episode, n03aBHne *e 

ceMY nYKaBbiA H B03MYTH HaqanbHHKOBb, although summarlzmg and 

commentative sentence which requires a non-narrative tense, i. e., the past 

tense in -n, shows an aorist verb form. This leads to the next point, 

namely, the textual functions of the aorist. 

The textual, framing function of aorist has been noted In previous 

studies. That is, the initial and coda portions of an episode or a given text 

tend to show aorist verbs, while the simple past in - n is in the 

non-framing part. The 'ritual' character of the framing portions requires 

Slavonic register (Timberlake 1995, Song 2000). The most frequent verb 

form initiating the fictional narrative tales IS 6b1CTb, a formulaic 

story-telling device of aorist verb form. 

(6) DWCTb BO uaperpane uapb MHxaHn 6nar04eCTHBb H 6oro6o~3nHBb. BenMH 

6WJIb K 60ry nonBH*eHb: CB~Ta~ CB~TbIX C03H}taRb, cocynbl 3anTbie H cepe6pe

Hble BO uepKBH nOCTaBJIJlJI, uepKBH npeCBeuteHHble B03}tBH3aRb H MOHaCTblpH 
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CTPOHJI, H rpatibi 3 HlCllaJlb. (CKa3aHHe 0 llpeBe 311aTOM H 311aTOM nonyrae) 

'It came to pass that there was king Mikhail in Tsaregrad, devout and 
god-fearing. He was greatly devoted to God: he built saints (icons) and 
put silver and gold vessels and erected holy churches and built 
monasteries and founded cities.' 

The first sentence includes the aorist 6b1CTb, whereas the following 

sentences include the simple past verbs in -11. Some narrative texts in 

simple narrative Slavonic register show 6b1J1b in the orientation portions 

and semantically the two verbs are not much different: the aorist form 

only signals explicitly the beginning of a narrative tale, the narrative onset 

boundary on the macro plane. The above example also shows the narrative 

function of aorist on the episode-onset boundary. This textual function is 

also related to the oral performance potentials of the new narrative genre. 

While aorist is an essential style marker for the Slavonic register, the 

presence of -11 should not be construed simply as arbitrary or random, and 

need to be explained as much as possible. Syntactic environment, 

discourse-functional motivations, lexical and semantic motivations, textual 

framing functions are all relevant to the presence of marked aorist or 

simple past in -11 in relative distributional terms. 

2.2.2. Pleophony 

Another important criterion for defining a text as Slavonic or 

non-Slavonic in written texts is the opposition between pleophonic and 

non -pleophonic forms, such as rpall vs. ropOll, r lIac vs. rOllOC, 311a T vs. 

301l0T, rllaBa vs. rOllOBa, and llpeBO vs. llepeBO. This metaslavonism has 

been the most reliable index for assigning a text as Slavonic or 

non-Slavonic. Unlike both the colloquial Russian register, where pleophonic 

morphemes predominate and the elaborate Slavonic register, where 

non-pleophonic forms predominate, the simple narrative Slavonic register 

tends to show a mixture of non-pleophonic and pleophonic forms. The 

former outnumbers the latter, and yet unlike the elaborate Slavonic 

register, the simple narrative Slavonic register apparently allows greater 
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variations or less consistency in using pleophonic forms with no explicable 

motivations. 

Notable is the text-internal peculiar tendency: lexical concatenation in a 

text behaves as a unit without allowing any variations. Refer to the 

following example. 

(7) Ii Hel<OTOpOro Be'Iepa BeCeJHIII(eCjI co I<Hjl3H H OOjlPbl, nblOUle H TeWaCjI 

BeJIMH. Ii CJThIIllaBb, 'ITO llpeBa 3naTOBa OllHa BeTBb. A Ha Toll BeTBH 30nOToA 

nonyrall rOBopHT 'IeJIOBe'IeCI<HMb rOJIOCOMb, 'ITO cell lIe HOUlH uaplO JIeBTacapy 

HanpaCHOIO CMepTblO YMepeTb. (Cl<a3aHHe 0 llpeBe 3JIaTOM H 3JIaTOM nonyrae) 

'One evening (the tsar) was enjoying himself with prices and boyars, 
drinking and amusing themselves. He heard that there was one bough and 
on that bough a parrot speaks in human voice that in that evening the 
tsar Levtasar should die with wrong death.' 

In the text, where the above sentences are attested, nonyrall is always 

concatenated with 30JIOTOll, whereas llpeBO with 3JIaToll. The text as a 

whole shows predominant non-pleophonic forms, except non-variable 

pleophonic YMepeTb, I<OTOJI, cepeopeblll, CTopO)J(a, etc.; ropOll predominates 

rpa.ll, whereas r JIac and rOJIOC are free variations. Thus, lexicon is one 

factor in the choice of one form or the other, as was also the case with 

the selection of the simple past tense in - JI. This kind of correlation 

between lexicon and metaslavonism seems to be involved with more 

fundamental reasons. 

The variable pleophonic and non-pleophonic forms have some motivating 

factors. Above all, both 30JIOTOll nonyrall and 3JIaTOe llpeBO are rhythmically 

'ideal' concatenation. Simple narrative Slavonic text takes a written form 

as mode of textual existence, but draws on speech rhythm for potential 

performance. It is well known that to justify the margin the scribe might 

have chosen either pleophonic or non-pleophonic forms, and yet the 

rhythmical factor representing orality has usually been neglected 10 

previous studies. The apparent free, arbitrary variations should be 

reconsidered in view of these performance potentials. 
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Furthermore, nonyrail, as compared to llpeBO (which is already a 

non-pleophonic form) is more accessible to the human domain in the text, 

since it speaks in 'human voice': 30JlOTOil nonyrail rOBopHT 4eJlOBe4eCKHM 

rOJlOCOM vs. Ha TOM llpeBe nTHUbI nOIOT pa3J1H4HbIMH r JlacbI. In this vein, the 

choice is dictated by the semantic domains of the sacred vs. the secular. 

l/eJlOBe4eCKHM rOJlOCOM and pa3J1H4Hble r JlaCbI confirm the correlation between 

the semantic and register factors: the former belongs to the human 

(secular) semantic domain, which is realized by Russisms, and the latter 

shows register harmony between the modifier with the Slavonic prefix 

pa3- and the non-pleophonic head noun. 

Furthermore, the choice between rpall vs. ropOll in this text is related to 

the semantic parameter of 'definiteness': ropOIl is related to indefiniteness 

or non-referen~iality, while grad is used in definite and specific, referential 

meanmg. Compare the two instances. 

(8) OJlar04eCTHBblil :!<e uapb MHXaHJIb BeJleJIb llapbl npHHjjTb, a nOCJlOMb nOBe

JleJlb llpeBa CMOTpeTb, a Ha ropo.lUl H Ha HMeHbjj llpeBa 3J1aTOBa He OTllaJl. 

(CKa3aHHe 0 llpeBe 3J1aTOM H 3J1aTOM nonyrae) 

'The pious tsar Mikhail ordered (them) to take the gifts and look at the 
trees, but for cities and estates he did not exchange the trees.' 

(9) TOT :!<e 4ac CbeXaBllleCjj BeCb rpall Ha uapeBb llBOP, H Ha4allla XOllHTH 

cMoTpeTb 41011a B nOJlaTY no lleCjjTH 4eJlOBeKb. (CKa3aHHe 0 llpeBe 3J1aTOM H 

3J1aTOM nonyrae) 

, At that time the whole city people got together in the tsar's court and 
began to go to see the miracle in the chamber by ten people' 

In previous studies, the opposition between pleophonic and non

pleophonic forms was usually reduced to the opposition between celestial 

or religious domain and earthly or secular domains on the discourse level. 

What has less been investigated, however, is semantics of the phrase 

level, and this narrow level or scope as well as macro-level semantics 

needs to be investigated. The semantic features of referentiality and 
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definiteness can be related to the semantic parameter of 'individuation' on 

the morphological level. 

(10) B TO lI<e BpeWI BO rpa.lle YCTIore HeKTO 6b1Jlb lZ) lI<HTellb rpa.lla Toro 

4>oMa, no np03BaHHIO rpYlll.\hIHb-YCOBb, HX lI<e POllb H 1l0llHeCb BO rpa.lle TOMb 

Blle'leTCJ'I. TOM y60 4>oMa, BHIl~ B POCCHH TaKOBoe HecTpoeHHe H HecTepnHMbI~ 

naKOCTH OT He'lHCTHBhlXb ll~XOBb H He XOT~ lI<HTH, OCTaBll~eTb BellHKHM rpa.ll 

YCTlOrb H 1l0Mb CBOM H npecell~eTC~ 3 lI<eHOIO B nOHH30BblX CllaBHhlM rpa.ll 

Ka3aHb, 3aHe He 6hlCTb B nOHH30BhlXb rop0.lleXb 3110'leCTblBbI~ llHTBhl. (nOBeCTb 

o CaBBe rpYIll.\blHe) 

'At that time in the city of Ustjug, there was a resident called Foma, 
nicknamed Grudcyn-Usov and their family is in that city until this day. 
That Foma, seeing such a disorder and unbearable harm done by 
innumerable Poles in Russia and not wanting to live there, left the great 
city of Ustjug and his home and moved with his wife to the city of 
Kazan, on the lower reaches, since in the cities on the lower reaches there 
were no Lithuanians.' 

The plural noun ropOlleXb IS indeed a less individuated form, as 

compared to the singular rpall. The proper noun always accompanies rpall, 

since the proper noun is maximally individuated among nouns.13) The 

correlation between individuation, referentiality, definiteness and meta

slavonism of pleophony needs to be investigated in greater depth, and yet 

it may be that the non-pleophonic forms are more related to the definite 

12) The -JI fonn of 61Mb is very peculiar in that this text has very few -JI fonns 
and the text is in relatively homogeneous Slavonic register, compared with 
other texts in simple narrative Slavonic texts. Further, this distribution 
contradicts my earlier argument for the textual framing function of aorist. The 
given paragraph, however, is not located in the beginning of the text and this 
text portion about Foma Grudcyn has backgrounding function for the upcoming 
introduction of the main hero. Thus, this usage of -JI may have something to 
do with the discourse backgrounding function, and on the macro plane at that. 

13) In view of this, the opposition in contemporary Russian between HOBropOJ] and 
JleHHHrpaJ] is understandable. Slavonic non-pleophonic fonn is not only employed 

for solemn and dignified semantic flavor, but also for definiteness and 

individuation. 
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meaning of the noun and more individuated singular, rather than 

indefiniteness and less individuated plural number. 

Thus, pleophony is motivated not only by what is narrated, but also by 

speech rhythm, lexicon and semantic factors, although free variations with 

no clear stylistic intentions on the writer's part are widespread and 

common in the simple narrative Slavonic register, as is also true in the 

aorist distribution. The simple narrative Slavonic register is most strikingly 

distinct from the authentic and elaborate Slavonic register in that it 

accommodates the stronger need and desire of potential oral performance 

or storytelling. 

2.2. Syntax 
Among the components of language structure syntax is most pertinent 

to telling events or narrativity: both pertain to the linearity on the 

temporal, or secondarily, on the spatial plane. Besides, telling events on the 

performative plane is most closely related to syntax; it is a matter of 

course then that simple narrative Slavonic employs Russisms in its 

syntactic frame. Although lexicon and morphology exhibits register 

variations, the syntactic structure is more consistently simple: coordination 

is unmarked and the sentence is closely knit together around verbs 

without ancillary elements. This eclectic compromise, although this is 

apparently heterogeneous or a sign of "bad" Slavonic, is to be regarded as 

one of important changes in language practice. Thus the communicative 

need of the writer or story-telling agenda is most effectively realized in 

the syntax, since the syntagmatic aspect of telling events on the temporal 

plane of the speech event concurs with the syntactic structure of the 

narrated event. 

The simple narrative Slavonic register is maximally different from the 

elaborate Slavonic register in its syntactic structure. Since the latter tends 

to trigger rhetorical complexity, which is most directly reflected in 

syntactic structure, the elaborate Slavonic register is sharply in contrast 

with the simple narrative Slavonic in the sentence structure. The syntactic 
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structure in the simple narrative Slavonic is centripetal centered on the 

verb, and clauses or sentences form a parallel structure with focus on the 

swift advancement of the storyline. With respect to element order, 

dislocation or distant ordering is rare and neutral element order, i. e., 

subject-verb-object, is unmarked. Coordination and chain-linking structure 

are predominant and the sentence (clause) is short and focused on verb 

rather than modifying or adjunctive elements like adjectives, adnominal 

genitive NPs, or adverbs. These elements, unlike the subject, verb, objects, 

which constitute main skeleton of the sentence, are additional and less 

essential in advancing the plot line. In simple narrative Slavonic each 

clause is coordinated by the bookish Slavonic conjunction H, or less 

frequently by non-Slavonic colloquial a, and this simple chain-linking 

(uenHoe HaHH3b1BaHHe) of short clauses is very characteristic of the given 

register.14) of short clauses is very characteristic of the given register. The 

sequence of clauses iconically reflects the order of events in discourse 

world on the temporal level. 

The focus on verbs tightens sentences and imparts to them a centripetal 

character. This is sharply contrasted with elaborate Slavonic register with 

discursive and digressive syntax. In the elaborate Slavonic register verbs 

and dependent elements are hindered by other subordinate or intervening 

modifying elements, whereas in the simple narrative Slavonic interruptions 

by subordinate clauses or other sentential constituents are rare. Syntactic 

straightforwardness of the latter is in sharp contrast with the complicated 

syntax of the former. Compare the following examples, which were already 

adduced above. 

(11)(=(1)) no TeMHHuaM C HelO XOJl~II\H neWHMa HoraMa H MHJlOCTblHIO HOC~II\H H 
no 41OJlOTBOPHblM MeCTOM OTH41OII\H ooe KynHo 3eJlO paHO, ~KO MapH~ MarJlblJlblHH 
H MapH~ I1~KOBJI~ KO rpooy rocnOllHlO, TaKO H CHIO rOJlyoYUbl B cooop, H B 

14) Refer to Borkovskij(979) for details regarding this syntactic (discourse) 
structure and its semantics, as well as the stylistic features of the conjunctions 
employed for that construction. 
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4~~OB, H K pH3e rocnO~HH, Ha C~, ~KO ~ocToRHH,B03Rara~me PH3Y rocnO~H~ 

H l.IeRy~me YCTHaMa C TenRbIMH CRe3aMH, lI~~OTBOpl.laB lKe MOmH Ro6bI3a~me 

BepHbIMH ~ymaMH. (nOBeCTb 0 BO~PblHe MOP030BOR) 

'Walking around dungeons with her, giving alms, and walking around 
diligently like Marija Magdylyni and Marija Jakovlja going to God's grave, 
these doves went to the Chudov Cathedral for God's chasuble, and putting 
with dignity God's chasuble onto themselves and kissing it with warm 
tears and kissing with faithful spirits the miracle-working relics.' 

(12)( =(4)) BoeBo~a lKe CHe CRblmaB nO~HBHC~ pa3yMy e~ H BeRMH nOXBaRH 

BoeBo~a, liTO OHa ROlKa CBoero He OCKBepHHRa. H BoeBo~a lKe yCMexHyRc~ H 

pelle eR L . .J H nOXBaRH e~ l.IeRoMy~peHHbIR pa3YMb, ~KO 3a OllH MylKa CBoero 

He nocpaMHRa H TaKOBbI~ R~6BH C HHMH He COTBopHRa H COBeTY MylKa CBoero C 

co6o~ He pa3RYllHRa H BeRHKy~ lIeCTb npHHeCRa HMY, ROlKa CBoero He OCKBep

HHRa. (nOBeCTb 0 Kapne CTYRoBe) 

'The governor, having heard this, marveled at her wisdom and praised 
greatly that she did not soil her bed. and the governor burst into laughter 
and said to her L..J And he praised her wise reason and that she did not 
shamed her husband behind his eyes, and did not make love to them, and 
did not abandon his advise, and brought him great honor, and did not soil 
his bed.' 

The first example shows rhetorically complex discourse and accordingly, 

syntactic complexity: gerunds function as finite verbs and modifying 

phrases overshadow main constituents, especially, verbs. The frequent uses 

of the modifying noun phrases in instrumental case contribute to the 

discursive syntax. The second example, by contrast, shows simple syntax 

and verb-orientedness. Chain-linking of short clauses, where verbs (finite 

or non-finite) or their objects are not outweighed by modifying elements, 

gives the narrative a sense of continuity and cohesion, and speeds up the 

flow of narrated events. In contrast, in elaborate Slavonic register narrative 

speed is generally slowed down due to discursive syntax. In the simple 

narrative Slavonic register, dative absolutes are very rare, and the Slavonic 

subordinating conjunctions, such as ~KO, elKe, nOHelKe, ame relativizers in -lKe 

are not frequent. Although coordination is predominant in the simple 
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narrative Slavonic register, the subordinating conjunctions, such as KaK, 

KOTOPblll, "ITO, qTOObl, which are indubitably Russisms, are occasionally 

found. Inter-textual variations are great in the use of conjunctions, but 

common to all the simple narrative Slavonic texts are the dominant use of 

coordinations and the lack of heavy use of Slavonic conjunctions. The 

Slavonic syntactic particles or connective particles, such as li<e, 60, tend to 

be used freely in the given register, which can be classified as 

coordinators rather than subordinators.15l These syntactic particles, 

although Slavonisms with bookish flavor, are actively employed in the 

simple narrative Slavonic: these are comparable to the aorists of verba 

dicendi, such as peqe, peKowa, in that they can be exploited as style 

markers with formulaic character. 

The syntax of the simple narrative Slavonic register is very similar to 

that of the vernacular, which is a form of written language with Russian 

elements, and yet it is very distinct from the colloquial register: the 

sentence-initial coordinating conjunctions operating on the discourse level, 

especially the syntactic or connective particle, are characteristic of the 

Slavonic register, whereas the colloquial register shows discourse ellipsis 

and asyndeton. Compare the simple narrative Slavonic syntax with the 

syntax of spoken Russian language (3) or colloquial Russian language 

syntax (4). 

(13) Ii Ta MaMKa noexaJla Il npOCIlJla Bcex llBOPjlHCKIlX llOqepell K rocnOli<e 
cBoell AHHywKe, Il no TOMY ejl npoweHll1O Bce OOemaJlIlCb OblTb. Ii Ta MaMKa 
BellaeT, "ITO Y ""poJla CJlOOeeBa eCTb ceCTpa, lleBllua, Il npllexaJla Ta MaMKa B 
llOM ""poJla CKooeeBa Il npocllJla ceCTPY eBO, qTOO OHa nOli<aJlOBaJla B llOM CTOJl
HIlKa HapllllHa-HamOKIlHa K AHHYWKe. (nOBeCTb 0 ""poJle CKooeeBe) 

'And the nanny went and asked all the gentry daughters to come to her 

15) The syntactic particles or connective particles are the particles whose main 
functions are cohesive as well as discourse-deictic and speaker-deictic, and 
often they are identified as conjunctions. Conjunction and particle are not 
mutually exclusive categories, and I employ this term 'syntactic particle' as 
an eclectic term combining the two parts of speech. 
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mistress Annushka, and for her asking all promised to go. And that nanny 
knows that Frol Skobeev has a sister, unmarried woman, and the nanny 
came to Frol Skobeev's house and asked his sister to visit the house of 
the stolnik, Nardin-Nashchokin for Annushka.' 

(14) DoceMb npHBe3AH Bb 5paUKoA OCTporb H B T~PMY KHHYAH, COAOMKH ~aAH. 

11 CH~eAb ~o 4lHAHnoBa nOCTa B cTy~eHoA 6awHe - TaMb 3HMa B Te nopbl 

lI<HBeTb - ~a 60rb rpeAb H 6e3 nAaTbjl! 4TO c06allKa B COAOMKe Aell<Y: KOAH 

HaKOpMjlTb, KOAH HeTb. MblweA MHoro 6b1Ao, 51 HX cKYiflbe~ 6HAb - H 6aTowKa He 

~a~YTb. llypallKH! Bce Ha 6p~xe Aell<aAb: cnHHa rHHAa, 6Aoxb ~a BweH 6b1AO 

MHoro. XOTeAb Ha DaWKOBa KpHlIaTb: «DPOCTH!» ~a CHAa 60ll<HjI B036paHHAa -

BeAeHO TepneTb. (lKHTHe ABBaKYMa) 

, Afterwards they brought me to the Bratskij fortress and tossed me into 
the dungeon, and gave me a little pile of straw. And I was locked up till 
St. Philip's Fast in a freezing tower. Sometimes they fed me, sometimes, 
not. The mice were plentiful and I swatted them with my skuf'ja - the 
silly fools wouldn't even give me a stick. I lay on my belly all the time; 
my back was rotting. Plentiful too were the fleas and lice. I wanted to 
shout at Pashkov, "Forgive me!", but the power of God did forefend it; it 
was ordained that I endure.' 16) 

In (3), syntactic structure is as straightforward as the simple narrative 

Slavonic register, and the chain-linking connective particle H is 

omnipresent for the sequential sentences. Thus, with respect to syntax, 

simple narrative Slavonic register is not strikingly different from the 

spoken language. In (4), in contrast, asyndeton, discourse ellipsis, 

colloquial conjunctions, and colloquial element order with emotional tone 

characteristic of the living speech in old Russia mark the syntax of the 

Russian register. 

16) This translation is from Archipriest Avvakum The Life written by Himself by 
Kenneth N. Brostrom(1979), Michigan Slavic Publications. 
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III. Conclusion 

The simple narrative Slavonic register is distinct from the elaborate or 

canonical Slavonic register on one hand and from the Russian register on 

the other, thus playing a mediating role in the formation of Russian 

literary language. The narrative Slavonic register is maximally 

differentiated from elaborate Slavonic by means of simpler syntax: 

verb-oriented sentence structure, dominance of coordination over 

subordination, and iconic ordering of clauses according to the sequence of 

events in the discourse world, namely ordo naturalis. These syntactic 

features make the progression of storyline swift. 

The simple narrative Slavonic register, however, is a variant of Slavonic 

register: non-pleophonic forms tend to be predominant over pleophonic 

forms and aorist verb forms override Russian simple past forms in - 1I. 

One may regard this simple narrative Slavonic as an intermediate or 

mixed register between authentic Slavonic and Russian. Indeed the simple 

narrative Slavonic register exploits linguistic elements of both registers, 

preparing for the future formation of the 'neutral core' and reconciliating 

the traditions and the innovations. The stylistic variations in the simple 

narrative Slavonic register arise from two conflicting needs: 'story-telling' 

agenda with written language medium. Written ' channel' necessarily 

evokes Slavonic as its conventional or unmarked code, while story-telling 

agenda and the freedom of the new genre from traditional requirements do 

not exclude Russisms. The Old Russian writers' ingenious choice was to 

exploit some Slavonic register marker, such as aorists (imperfects), or 

non-pleophonic forms, and put these in simple non-Slavonic syntactic 

frame. Indeed this mix-and-match character of simple Slavonic register 

made a contribution to overcoming Diglossia and forming the Russian 

literary language. 
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